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Dear Member
Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Authority Governance & Performance Working Group
The GPWG meeting will take place on-line on Monday 7 September 2020 at 1000 hours
via WebEx.
As a result of the meeting being on-line, the Chair has asked that an Executive Summary
only of the papers be presented. I am however enclosing all of the papers for your attention
should you wish to go through them in detail.
The internal and external Auditors will be represented at the meeting and will be happy to go
into detail regarding the Audit Reports should you wish to do so.
I have asked Principal Officer Support to make contact with you regarding access to WebEx
and to ensure that you are comfortable with its use. However, any problems please do not
hesitate to contact us.
The agenda is set out below.
Yours sincerely

Gavin Tomlinson
Chief Fire Officer/Chief Executive

email: reception@derbys-fire.gov.uk
www.derbys-fire.gov.uk

Chief Fire Officer / Chief Executive
Gavin Tomlinson MBA MIFireE

AGENDA
1.

Apologies

2.

Declaration of Interests

3.

Minutes of the Meeting held on 6 July 2020

4.

Joint Assets Final Audit Report - Mandy Marples, Central Midlands Audit
Partnership, Derby City Council

5.

Update on New HR/Payroll System - Judi Beresford, Director of Corporate Services

6.

Update on COVID-19 HMICFRS Inspection (5 minute presentation) - Judi Beresford,
Director of Corporate Services

7.

Quarter 1 Performance Summary 2020/21– Rick Roberts, Deputy Chief Fire
Officer

8.

Balanced Scorecard 2020/21 (including Risk Register) (Website) – Rick Roberts,
Deputy Chief Fire Officer
Members can access the performance dashboard via the following link to the FireView
intranet site:
(Performance Dashboards)
If you encounter problems with access to FireView please do not hesitate to contact
the Principal Officer Support team – Laura, Marie or Alex on 01773 305305.

DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
DECLARING INTERESTS – QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
What matters are being discussed?

DPI

Does the business relate to or is it likely to affect a disclosable pecuniary
interest (DPI)? This will include the interests of yourself or your partner:
 Any employment, office held, trade, profession or vocation that is carried out
for profit or gain
 Any sponsorship received including any expenses as a Councillor, election
expenses, including any expenses from a trade union
 Any contracts made between the Fire Authority and you or your partner
 Any beneficial interests that you or your partner has in Derby or Derbyshire
 Any land licence or tenancy that you or your partner has in Derby or
Derbyshire
 Any current contract, leases or tenancies that you or your partner has with
the Fire Authority
 Any organisation which has land or a place of business in Derby or
Derbyshire and in which you or your partner has a relevant interest in its
shares or its securities

PRIVATE INTEREST

No

Yes

Declare the interest and leave the meeting
(or obtain a dispensation to stay)

Does the business affect the well-being or financial position of (or relate to the
approval, consent, licence or permission) for:
 Any member of your family; or
 Any person with whom you have a close association; or
 Any organisation of which you are a member or are involved in its
management (whether or not appointed to that body by the Fire Authority).
This would include membership of a governing body or trustee of a charity.
Yes
No
You can speak and vote
Will it give you an advantage or disadvantage on your family, close
associate or an organisation where you have a private interest more than
it affects other people living or working in Derby or Derbyshire?
Yes

No

Declare the interest and speak and vote

Speak to the Monitoring Officer prior to the meeting to avoid risk of
allegations of corruption or bias.

THESE MATTERS ARE EXPLAINED MORE FULLY
IN THE MEMBERS CODE OF CONDUCT.
IF IN ANY DOUBT PLEASE SPEAK TO THE MONITORING OFFICER.

ITEM 3
DERBYSHIRE FIRE & RESCUE AUTHORITY
GOVERNANCE AND PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD
6 JULY 2020
Present:

Cllr Evonne Williams (Chair)
Cllr Stuart Brittain
Cllr Sue Burfoot
Cllr Steve Marshall-Clarke
Cllr Linda Chilton
AM Judi Beresford
AM Roy Reynolds
Louise Taylor – Solicitor/Monitoring Officer
Simon Allsop – Director of Finance/Treasurer
Fiona Cragg - Planning & Projects Officer
Mandy Marples (Derby City Council/CMAP)
Hannah McDonald (Derby City Council/CMAP)
Helen Henshaw (Ernst & Young)

Committee Clerk: Marie Lloyd-Jones

1.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None.

2.

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 24 FEBRUARY 2020
In light of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic the full Fire Authority
meeting due to take place on Thursday 26 March 2020 was cancelled. The
minutes of the GPWG meeting held on 24 February 2020 were approved
under delegated powers with the papers for the Fire Authority meeting of
26 March 2020 and were received by GPWG Members at today’s meeting.

3.

EXTERNAL AUDIT
H Henshaw informed Members that there was no Report for the Quarterly
Audit Committee Briefing and Management Update due to the external audit
only just commencing. However, an update would be provided at the next
meeting.
Members thanked H Henshaw and the team for the work undertaken.

4.

INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
M Marples provided an Executive Summary of the Internal Audit Annual
Report 2019/20. Members noted that Systems of Governance, Risk and
Internal Control are satisfactory although some enhancements have been
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recommended. The completion of the key areas of 2019-20 audit work have
not been significantly disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
5.

DATA QUALITY & PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT FINAL AUDIT
REPORT
Members noted that accessibility to the website have been highlighted as a
moderate risk.
J Beresford gave assurance that following a redesign of the external website
last year there were improvements were made to the external website and
work continues as necessary to improve accessibility.

6.

CYBER SECURITY FINAL AUDIT REPORT
Members noted that Information Technology continues to face new and
emerging risks and the internal audit has identified an area of limited
assurance within IT (Cyber Security 2019-20).
J Beresford gave Members assurance that mitigation is in place regarding ICT
risks. The Service is currently in the process of considering Air Gapping but
will consider all risks/benefits and Members would see changes in due
course.

7.

DATA RECOVERY CAPABILITIES FINAL REPORT
Members noted that Data Recovery is a moderate risk and ongoing work is
taking place behind the scenes to mitigate this risk and this will form part of
the wider work project.
J Beresford would provide regular updates and Nigel Glossop, Head of
Systems and Information, would be invited to the next meeting to provide
further assurances.

8.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY FINAL AUDIT REPORT
Members noted contents of the Report.
J Beresford gave assurance that capacity has been increased with the
introduction of a Station Manager with responsibilities for Business Continuity
and previous experience of carrying out the role. Links have been made into
the National Fire Chiefs Council Business Continuity sub-group.

9.

INTERNAL AUDIT PROGRESS REPORT
Members accepted the Report.
Thanks were given to Mandy Marples and the team for the work undertaken in
all areas of the audit.
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10.

SUMMARY OF RESPONSE TO COVID 19
J Beresford presented the Summary of Response to COVID-19. Members
noted the contents and timelines.
Concern was raised at the limited interaction with Members during the
pandemic.
It was noted that Members had received regular email bulletins and updates
on the activities carried out by the Service during the COVID-19 crisis, they
could contact senior officers and virtual meetings by Skype or Webex would
continue where physical meetings were not possible.
L Taylor has been keeping a log of all decisions made under delegated
powers during the COVID-19 pandemic and these would be reported to
Members at the next Fire Authority meeting in accordance with the Scheme of
Delegation.

11.

ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2019/20
Members accepted the Annual Governance Statement 2019/20.
Members thanked staff for their work on the Annual Governance Statement
2019/20.

12.

ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
Members accepted the Annual Report 2019-20.
Members thanked staff for their work on the Annual Report.

13.

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF ASSURANCE 2019-20
Members accepted the Annual Statement of Assurance 2019-20.
J Beresford would add a chapter to “Our Plan” for the July Fire Authority
meeting. COVID-19 would form part of the IRMP.
Members thanked staff for their work on the Annual Statement of Assurance.

14.

AMENDMENT TO STANDING ORDERS - ONLINE MEETINGS
Members agreed the amendments to Standing Orders regarding remote
attendance at, and remote access to, Fire Authority meetings held on or
before 7 May 2021.
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15.

AMENDMENTS TO SCHEME OF DELEGATION
Members agreed the amendments to the Scheme of Delegation following
changes in the SLT structure.

16.

OPERATIONAL ASSURANCE BULLETIN 2019-20
Members noted the Operational Assurance Bulleting 2019-20 but confirmed
that this would not need to form part of GPWG future meetings.

17.

QUARTER 4 YEAR END PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 2019-20
Members noted the highlights from the Quarter 4 Year End Performance
Summary 2019-20.
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Derbyshire Fire & Rescue
Service - Joint Assets
Final Audit Report

Providing Excellent Audit Services in the Public Sector

July 2020

Our Vision
To bring about improvements in the control, governance
and risk management arrangements of our Partners by
providing cost effective, high quality internal audit services.

Richard Boneham CPFA
Head of Internal Audit (DCC) &
Head of Audit Partnership
c/o Derby City Council
Council House
Corporation Street
Derby, DE1 2FS
Tel. 01332 643280

Adrian Manifold CMIIA
Audit Manager
c/o Derby City Council
Council House
Corporation Street
Derby
DE1 2FS
Tel. 01332 643281

Mandy Marples CPFA, CCIP
Audit Manager
c/o Derby City Council
Council House
Corporation Street
Derby
DE1 2FS
Tel. 01332 643282

richard.boneham@derby.gov.uk

adrian.manifold@centralmidlandsaudit.co.uk

mandy.marples@centralmidlandsaudit.co.uk

Providing Excellent Audit Services in the Public Sector

Final Audit Report

Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Service – Joint Assets
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1

Executive Summary

1.1

Scope of Audit

1.1.1

Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service’s (the Service) management have requested assurance over
the collaborative working arrangements between themselves and Derbyshire Constabulary (the
Police) to manage assets jointly. Initially we intended to review the governance and operational
activities of the Joint Asset Team but we found that they were not fully established. Therefore, we
have undertaken a consultancy review of the current Joint Assets function and the actions needed
to progress the collaboration. We have assessed the risks and offered potential mitigating actions.

1.2

Summary of Audit Findings

1.2.1

From a review of the minutes from the Strategic Collaboration Governance Board, reports
presented to the Fire Authority and our discussions with the Head of Joint Strategic Assets, we
identified that the following areas could be improved to aid the Joint Asset Team collaboration.


There was no overarching Joint Asset Management Strategy that had been formally endorsed
by all stakeholders which provided a consolidated overview of the corporate vision for the
collaboration.



There was no documented agreement that formalised the collaboration arrangements
between the Service and the Police.



The current decision making and reporting requirements had caused significant delays in
ensuring timely approvals were sought to advance collaborative working arrangements.



The terms of reference to clarify the role and responsibilities of the Joint Assets Team had not
been established.



A risk log that clearly identified the risks and threats to developing a Joint Asset Management
function had not been maintained as part of the project management process.



Updates that should be provided at the design and implementation phase of the project had
not been recorded in the required format of a Highlight Report.

1.3

Distribution & Communication

1.3.1

The draft report was issued to Richard Brunt, Head of Joint Strategic Assets and a copy to Simon
Allsop, Joint Director of Finance & Business Services for information.
This final version has been issued to Simon Allsop, Joint Director of Finance & Business Services
with copies to:


Gavin Tomlinson, Chief Fire Officer and Chief Executive



Rick Roberts, Deputy Chief Fire Officer



Richard Brunt, Head of Joint Strategic Assets.

 Mark Nash, Head of Corporate Financial Services
This report was produced by Ranjit Gill, Principal Auditor and reviewed by Mandy Marples, Audit
Manager. Any enquiry concerning the content of this report or associated issues may be made to
Ranjit Gill, Principal Auditor on 01332 643288.
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2

Findings

2.1

Background

2.1.1

A joint Police/Fire Board had originally been established to deliver the joint Police and Fire &
Rescue Headquarters at Ripley. The Board had also agreed to look at options for developing a
platform of shared services that were common to both organisations. A joint asset management
function was identified as part of this second phase of collaboration. The joint strategic
management of the estates function was approved at a meeting of the Fire Authority in December
2016.

2.1.2

In April 2017, the Chief Fire Officer and the Chief Constable had issued a joint statement to support
the collaboration between the Service and the Police in order to achieve operational and
organisational effectiveness, efficiency savings and improved outcomes for the public. It was
agreed that both Services would ensure the development of a culture of joint working and the areas
of collaboration would include the delivery of asset management.

2.1.3

In April 2018, an external company was commissioned to undertake an appraisal of the
employment model options going forward to develop closer working between the Service’s and the
Police asset teams. The preferred option was for the Service’s teams to transfer over to the Police
in a single employer model with the Police taking a lead role.

2.1.4

Following an initial secondment for the Area Manager Corporate Services to work across both the
Service and the Police in a joint strategic asset management role, the post of Head of Joint
Strategic Assets was fully established as a permanent role in December 2018.

2.1.5

The Strategic Collaboration Board had agreed, in principle, the restructure of asset teams at a
meeting held in March 2019. As at the time of this audit (February 2020) interviews for the upper tier
of management had been completed with the exception of a new post which will be externally
advertised. The structure is agreed and funded, and implementation will continue until the end of
May. The two teams are currently co-located but not yet not providing a combined service.

2.2

Governance Arrangements

2.2.1

We expected that there would be an overarching Joint Asset Management Strategy in place that
clearly defined a shared vision and direction of travel that had been approved by the appropriate
authorising body.
We found that there was no overarching Joint Asset Management Strategy that had been formally
endorsed by all stakeholders which provided a consolidated overview of the corporate vision for the
collaboration and identified benefits that could be measured against.
The following individual asset management plans/strategies for both the Service and the Police had
been produced in similar formats and made reference to working in partnership. They spanned a
number of years ranging from five to fifteen:





Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Services Property Asset Management Plan 2018-2028
Derbyshire Police and Crime Commissioner Asset Management Strategy 2020 – 2035
Derbyshire Constabulary Asset Management Strategy 2020 - 2025
Asset Management Plan 2015 – 2020 (Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Authority and the Police
and Crime Commissioner Derbyshire Limited Liability Partnership agreement)

Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

Without a strategic document that identifies a consolidated
approach, joint objectives and overall direction of travel,
there is a risk that there will be a lack of focus and the
collaboration will not achieve the objectives and benefits
required by both organisations.

We suggest that a Joint Asset Management Strategy is
developed as an overarching guide that defines the
required outcomes and benefits which success can be
measured against.
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2.2.2

We expected that there would be a properly documented collaboration agreement in place that had
been agreed and approved by the Service and the Police.
From our discussions with the Joint Head of Assets and review of minutes to the Strategic Police
and Fire Collaboration Board meetings, we established that there was not a formally documented
and legally binding agreement drawn up between the two parties.
The joint statement that was issued by the Chief Fire Officer and the Chief Constable, to support the
collaboration between the Service and the Police, declared the following were necessary for
effective collaboration:






Develop a culture of joint working
Have similar expectations of staff as they work
Ensure staff receive consistent messages
Encourage the freedom to explore opportunities
Maintain individual organisational identities.

Assets were one of a number of areas that had been identified for potential collaborations. A
Strategic Collaboration Governance Board was established in June 2018 to manage, monitor and
be the decision-maker to deliver these projects. There are a range of options for two or more
organisations to work in collaboration which could entail informal networks and alliances, joint
delivery of projects or a full merger. The previous collaboration between the Service and the Police
to build the Joint Headquarters was governed by a Limited Liability Partnership Agreement.
In July 2019, the Head of Joint Assets had produced a document ‘Derbyshire Police and Fire
Collaboration - Property and Asset Management Agreement’ but this did not fulfil all the
requirements of a collaboration agreement and was more of a guide to how the Services’ work in
collaboration rather than a legally binding agreement. At the time of this audit, the document had
not been endorsed, signed and approved by the designated officers from each of the organisations.

2.2.3

Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

If there was not a formally documented and legally binding
agreement drawn up between the two parties, there is a
risk that responsibilities will not be defined and the
collaboration will flounder. There may be a lack of
confidence in the partnership to deliver the changes
necessary for the project to succeed.

We suggest that the leadership of the respective partner
organisations should put in place a collaboration agreement
that specifies the terms of the agreement and defines the
responsibilities of each partner. This will set the correct tone
for the project and the commitment to support the work of
the Strategic Collaboration Board.

We expected that there would be an appropriate governance structure in place that facilitated the
collaborative working arrangements to deliver a joint asset management function for the Service
and the Police.
We found that the current reporting requirements to update and seek approval from each
organisation had created additional work pressures and delays in the decision making process to
proceed with the collaboration of a Joint Asset Team. We established that between each of the
meetings held by the Strategic Collaboration Board, the Head of Joint Strategic Assets also
provided updates and sought approvals from the Fire Authority.
We reviewed the minutes to the Strategic Collaboration Board meetings in September 2018 and in
December 2018. They stated that the Board had recognised the complexities in bringing the teams
together to establish a Joint Assets Team but were confident this could be achieved and there was
an expectation on the Joint Head of Strategic Assets to provide the reassurance to the respective
governance structures within each organisation. It was also acknowledged that the Joint Head of
Strategic Assets was providing a strategic role for both organisations whilst also providing a tactical
and operational role and that this was not sustainable. At the time of this audit in February 2020 the
situation remained the same and the Joint Head of Strategic Assets continued to operate at both a
strategic and operational level.
We also identified that at the meeting of the Collaboration Board on 4 June 2018 it had been agreed
the board would be referred to as the Strategic Collaboration Governance Board and that it would
meet at quarterly intervals. However, the board thereafter had actually been referred to as the
'Strategic Police and Fire Collaboration Board' and due to meetings that had been cancelled in June
and September 2019 it had only met twice in 2019 (March/November 2019). This has undoubtedly
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had an impact on the timeliness of decisions and approvals being sought to progress the
collaboration for a Joint Assets Team. At the November 2019 meeting a verbal update by the Head
of Joint Strategic Assets was provided, but the detail of update had not been minuted.

2.2.4

Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

If the decision making process and reporting requirements
do not support timely progress, unnecessary delays may
result that could be costly to both organisations. There is
also the risk of demoralising staff and the collaboration
losing momentum and becoming in danger of not
succeeding.

We suggest that management review the decision making
process and reporting requirements to ensure they facilitate
timely progress whilst maintaining adequate governance
arrangements.
Any change to the role, remit and delegations of authority
should be properly documented in a formal terms of
reference. There should also be a dispute resolution
process defined, to speed up decision making for the
development of the Joint Assets Team.

We expected that there would be a terms of reference that clearly defined the operational role and
the overall remit for the Joint Asset Team.
We found that there were no terms of reference that had been established to support the
collaboration of the Joint Assets Team. From our discussion with the Head of Joint Strategic
Assets, there had been no significant changes to the manner in which the two asset teams
operated. Both teams continued to follow the existing procedures and comply with the individual
organisations financial rules and regulations. The Police Asset Team and the Service’s Asset Team
had restricted system access to the respective asset records for their organisation.
Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

If the operational role and the overall remit for the Joint
Asset Team is not clearly defined and adopted, there is
a risk the role and responsibilities are not fully
understood across the team and its stakeholders. This
may lead to a lack of coordination with a detrimental
impact on the success of the collaboration.

We suggest there should be formal terms of reference that
clarify the role and responsibilities of the Joint Asset Team
to oversee, monitor and manage the entire asset portfolio.
The terms of reference should ensure the harmonisation of
operational processes for delivering a collaborated
approach to asset management across both partner
organisations.
We suggest that a number of procedures/protocols should
be considered for consolidation or harmonisation;
 Financial Regulations
 Contract Procedure Rules
 Scheme of Delegation
 System Access & IT protocols
 Purchase Orders
 Access to Information
Once agreed the procedures should be shared with
relevant members of staff to ensure the role is properly
understood and fully supported. Properly defined and
agreed procedures will aid the Joint Asset team’s progress.

2.2.5

We expected that a risk assessment would have been undertaken to identify any potential areas
that may challenge collaborative working arrangements for the Joint Asset Management function.
We identified that the Outline Business Case presented to the Strategic Collaboration Board on 20
December 2018 stated the following 'Risks and Threats':




ICT/IS will be an operating constraint until such time that Police and Fire operate on the same
network.
Potential TUPE issues around employment contracts and pensions.
Potential complexities in relation to sub-contractors due to TUPE issues.
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Staff become disillusioned and feel devalued, with a possible risk regarding redundancies.
Securing the appropriate standards of service for both organisations.

We found that risk assessments had been undertaken to identify any potential areas of challenge to
collaborative working arrangements but these had not been recorded in the format of a risk log.
The third phase of the project to develop a Joint Asset Management Team required the monitoring
of milestones and the identification of risks and issues, but there was no formal template that had
been used to RAG (Red, Amber, Green) rate risks to highlight key areas of concern.

2.2.6

Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

If risk assessments are not embedded as a standard
process for managing the project, there is the potential for
new and emerging threats not being properly identified,
logged and flagged to the approving body. The appropriate
risk mitigation strategies may not be instigated in a timely
manner to reduce and manage the risk effectively which
could be costly and detrimental to the success of the
collaboration.

We suggest that a risk register should be established and
regularly updated to help ensure new and emerging issues
are properly logged, risk assessed and rated in terms of
impact and severity and thereafter monitored throughout
the lifetime of the project.

We expected that the Service would effectively monitor, review and evaluate the benefits and
outcomes of any collaboration.
The Joint Assets Project was one of a number of projects in the Collaboration Programme. Within
the Programme there were five phases that had been defined for each project to help ensure their
effective management; the completion of specific documents was required for some of the phases.
We found that the updates which had been provided to the Strategic Police and Fire Collaboration
Board in the format of an outline and a full business case in December 2018 and March 2019
respectively, was a requirement of phase 2.
At the time of this audit, the Joint Assets project was in phase 3, the design and implementation
phase, which required the monitoring of key milestones. A verbal update had been provided in
November 2019 to the Strategic Police and Fire Collaboration Board, but this was not in the
required format of a Highlight Report.
The benefits of the collaboration had yet to fully materialise and be properly evaluated (phase 5).
Potential Risk

Mitigating Actions

If the process in place to monitor, review and evaluate the
benefits and outcomes of any collaboration is not strictly
adhered to, there is a risk that the effectiveness of
collaborations is not properly measured and lessons
learned are not shared with future projects.

We suggest that to help ensure milestones and expected
outcomes from both operational and financial perspectives
of the collaboration are effectively evidenced and
measured, monitoring continues and the Project Closure
and the Evaluation Reports are produced in the required
formats at the respective stages of the collaboration project.
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ITEM 7

COVID-19

Incident Activity

23,000

Incidents attended
1,670 between
April 			

Over
pharmacy packages
successfully delivered by
crews between 1 April
and 17 July

		

5

and June 2020
Incidents more than
in quarter 1 2019/20

Deliberate Fires

Quarter 1
Performance
Summary

which is a 14% decrease
on the quarter 1 average

April-June 2020

265 Deliberate fires,

Incident Response

9,300999 calls handled by
joint control, of which 			
97%
were answered within
7 seconds

Mobilising system 			
availability was

99%

90%
of life-risk fires within10 minutes
of being mobilised
First pumps arrived at

On-Call appliance 			
availability was

93%
while Wholetime pumps were available
more than
99%of the time
272 incidents that involved
domestic bonfires and other garden
related fires

SWCs delivered
321 Telephone
to vulnerable members of
the community

As part of the befriending service

vulnerable people have
120
been receiving weekly calls

COVID-19 Impact on Incidents
small accidental outdoor
274
fires took place during quarter 1, the

second highest recorded quarterly total

129

fires during the week
commencing 25th May – the
second highest weekly total of
the past 5 years

111fires attended that were

related to disposable BBQs and
campfires with this a particular issue in
both Derbyshire Dales and High Peak

Accidental Dwelling Fires Benchmarking Info
accidental dwelling fires
112
between April and June, which
is the highest quarterly
total for over 2 years

50%

Over
of these
fires were cooking related

1 accidental fire death

during quarter 1

18 people hospitalised

as a result of accidental
fire-related injuries

DFRS compares its performance with
13 other fire and rescue services.
The following data is based on the
outcomes of 2019/20 reporting year.

10 000

“Per
,
population
Derbyshire attended the lowest
number of incidents within the
group”
“Fires in non-domestic premises per
1,000 non-domestic premises –
Derbyshire reported the lowest
number of fires”

Emergency Special Services

269

emergency
We attended
special service incidents –

142 incidents less than last year
The number of RTC incidents fell
by

83 incidents

Incidents involving rescuing people
from lifts were
below the average

89%

“Derbyshire reported the highest
reduction in injuries per 100,000
population in the group when
comparing 2019/20 with 2018/19”
“Derbyshire reported the second highest
increase in RTC incidents when
compared to the previous year”

RTCs

1 person killed and a further
17 seriously injured

in RTCs attended by DFRS

